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IV. LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area in general, As, and Aa, the cross section area of steel

and concrete, At, the transformed area of cencretee

a aceeleration•

C creep of oncrete Cc is the creep coefficient, c'~¤ coefficient,

D the diameter, or the flexural rigidity•

E medulus of elasticity, E3 for steel and EC for cencrete•

F force in general, Fa, the effective prestressing force

Fi, the initial prestressing force

Fo, the prestressing force at the tim of

transfer•

f unit stress, or the subscript to indicate final or flexnral•

fs and fc, the unit stresses for steel in
tension and cecrete in c¤mression•

ft, the uit tensile stress of concrete•

f the natural frequenqy•

H height of wall, or the hoop force•

I moment cf inertia, or impulse•

i the subscript to indicate initial•

K the curvature == l/R, or a censtant•

k the spring censtant•

L spacing, or length of tie bar, and high tensien steel wire•

A I. elengatien of uires•

Mz the vertical moment•
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M bending memntg or maes•

m the Poisson ratio•
N5 vertical load•
N number cfwires•n

the ratio between modulii of clasticity of steel and concrete•

PZ vertical loade• {

hy the horizontal or radial loads•
p circular £requency• t
Q the resistent force of the structure•

Rradius•r
the ratio of fs and fc • V

S spacing ingeneral•T
teperature, thrust, er period• '

t the thickness, t' p the variable thicknees•
T¢ ring tension or tangentiel foroe•

A T temperature range•

u the vertical displacement of tank wall, or the coefficient

of friction, or the coefficient of conductivity•

v the tangential dieplacement of tank uall•

V shear, and Vy is the radial shear of tank wal1•
W werk, or radial displacement of tank uall•

x displacemenm xm ¤= maximum displacement•

y deflection. (ya Q ehear deformation; yfg flexnral deformatio)•

z distance frcm the base to a point on the tank wall; z*, distance

from the top of the tank•
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¤¢ a constant, or coefficient ot expansion and c¤traction•

é unit stress in gen6ral•
¢ angle,Z

p constant• o

x unit ueignt•
J} creep strain of concret6•

elastic shortening strain of concrete•

Jah shrinkage strain of concrste•
7 Z of loss of prestressed forces•

U

e unit strain in gsneral•

5 ratio, z/H •
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V. INTDDUCTION

The prestressed concrete type of circular tank is reeognised

as one of the most econoical designs today, (Ref. 15). In the United 1

States, they are built ostly for water reservoirs and swage treat-

ment tanks; while in Europe, they are also used for the storage of

fuel oil, and some granular materials such as, cement, wheat and

sugar. Circular prestressing solves the deficiencies of leakage

and cracks which occur frequently in conventional reinforced concrete

tanks. It provides less maintenance, good fire proofing, sound

explosive resistance and is a preferable substitute where steel is

eapensive or in shortsupply.The

basic principle of circular prestressing was applied to
i

the construction of wooden barrels, long ago. Metal bands were wound

around wooden staves to press them together. When the bands were

tightened, they were under tensile prestress which in turn created

compressive prestress in the stawes and thus enabled them to resist

hoop tension produced by internal liquid pressure. In other words,

the bands and the states were both prestressed before they·were sub-

jected to any service loads, (Ref. 8). This is the same principle

applied to circular prestressed concrete tank structure. Alhough

this principle is easily stated, the structural analysis of tank

using the approach of the cylindrical thin shell theony is rather

ccmlicated.
The ecedmy ef material in prestresaing can only be achieved

through the proper cobination of forces in the distribution of
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different stages of stresses• For many years, techniques, systems and p

competitive patterns regarding tank design and circular prestressing

methods hase been continuously developed for different conditions in

different countries• Indeed, there is still a need for further study

of methods of design and construction of this important structural

form•

This thesis consists of a study of the complete design of a

circular prestressed concrete tank, and a proposal of a method of 1

circular prestreseing which is not commonly used in the United States•

In addition, an investigation of dynamic analysis is included•

The first two sections review the theory of structural analysis

of tanks, and the general principles of prestressed concrete design

in their application to circular tanks• They are followed by an

erplanation of the proposed method of prestressing, and an illustra-

tiye example of the complete design procedure• In the final die-

cussion, a coparative study of different prevailing mthods cf

circular prestressing has also been included•

Prestressed concrete circular tanks might be built in those

areas subjected to earthquake disturbance• In present design prac- V

tice, an equivalent static live load is used to simulate the earth-

quake effect• This is adequate for slowly applied dynamic load, or

first mode of vibration of structures due to earthquake shock• For

the higher modes, a study of the dynamic behavior of the tank becomes

necessar7• An analysis of the response of this type of structure

to the dynamic load and the influence of stresses caused by the vibra-
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tion of the tank structure are investigatech A simplified method

is employed in this iuveetigetiom
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VI, REVIE! OF LITHUTUHE

‘

In conventional practice, the structural analysis of the

circular tank is based on the theory of long cylindrical thin shells

modified with certain simplifying assumptions, S, Timoshenko, in

*"1‘heory of Plates and Shells" (1) presents equations for tank

analysis in detail, The Portland Cemsnt Association has tabulated,

for different dimensions and end conditions forces and moments

produced on a tank wall (ll), These are very useful for practical

desigx work, European designers have utilized Reisener*s method which

was organized by Carpenter and presented in reference (ua), It was

also introduced by W, S, Gray in his text (3)• It is interesting to

note that 3, Timoshenko (1) related the solution of the radial defor-

maticn of the tank wall to a similar equation of the deflection of a

beam on an elastic foundation, In some design methods (11+), the term

of the coefficient of subgrade reaction even appears in the equa-

tions, In Demark, Helge Lundgren in "Cylindrical. Shells” (20),

developed a chapter especially for tank shell analysis, Komendant (6)

also has a discussion of tank design by the method of superposition

similar to that used in solving the redundant reactions of statically

indeterminate structures,

As to the application of prestressing principles to circular

concrete tanks, Evan_Bennett (7), T, Y, Lin (8), and K, W, Mautner (22)

have all discussed this problem quite thorougaly, Chr, Oetenfeld,

consulting engineer, Demark (11,), and Preload Company, New York, (13)
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hase compiled the results ef their experiences on the designs of

prestressed concrete tanks, The basic design principles used are

the same but each has his own specification and prestressing practice,

Loss of prestressing is a bothersome problem in tak construc-

tion, Methods used for circular prestressing are usually ef the post

tensioning type, Losses of prestressing forces with time (creep

shrinkage) should be studied very careful1y• In many early prestressed

concrete tanks the effects of creep of concrete and steel were ignored

and concrete was found to be cracked after a limited time of service,

J, M, Crom, (l5)• °¤Pasisd this point and reported the results of

tests perfored at M,I,T, o the creep and shrinkage of concrete,

The percentage of losses o these was recorded to be almost 25-30%

of the total prestressing force,

There is challenging competition between different patterns

end construction methods for prestressing circular concrete tanks,

Evan,Benett (7), and Leonard R, Creasy (23), show several methods

with very complete descriptios, Creasy also has ccmiled a set of

sketches tc explain the practical constructions in many field examples,

In
1920, Heuett, U,S,A, (8) first built prestressed concrete

tanks by wrapping ordinary steel bars aroun the wall and streseing

thomrwith turnbuckles, The low prestressing force induced on mild

steel could not even offset the creep loss of concrete, After high

tension steel wire was introduced in prestressed concrete work, the

construction of circular prestressed concrete tanks uns gradually

improved,
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At the present tim, prestressed concrete tanks can be classified

as bded or unbonded• Tendons are placed in the concrete wall and

bonded with grouting after post tensioing, or wound around the wall

and protected hy a coating of peumatic mortar after tensioning,

without bonding to the concrete• Tanks are also groped by the ethod p
of censtruction: cable, continuous winding, precaet, and hyperboloidal. (

High tension steel wire or strand with special anchorage and

splicing is also utilised for circular prestressed tanks• Som

well·knoun patterns are the Gifford Udall system in ngland (7 and 23),

cause mm an France (7), and um steel und method (16) empieyea

by several prestressed cocrete water tanks in this country• The

Freyssinet cable and cone (12), and the Magnel and Blaton reciprocal

sandwich wedge (32) have been modified and applied to circular pre—

stressing with successful results in England and other European

countries•
Preload company in the United States is the leading constructor

of prestressed concrete tanks using a cotinuous winding machine (l3)•

The Crm Corporation in Florida, U•S•A• also uses the spiral winding

process (33)• French and Russian engineers have a similar mthod

with winding machine for tank constructi¤n•

Hautner of England (23) has employed high strength wire

wrapped around precast concrete units ad jacked to stretch the wire•

Upon completing the prestressing, the openings are finally filled with

concrete„ The hyperboloidal method is a relatively new develoment

in France• The vertical section of the inside surface of the tak
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is of hyperbolic form, Wire placed on the form is prestressed first,

Then the tank wall is finished by shotcrete or gunite on the inside,

References regarding the general vibrating problems oneng.n·eering

and the structural desiga for dynamic loads are S,

Timo-shenko*s"Vibration Probleme on Ekngineering" (Z5): and Proceedings

of M,I,T, Conferences, 1952, 1956, (28, 29), At M,I,T,, two ocnfer—

ences have been held for the dynamic design and building construction

for blaat resistance, Further examples of dynamic analysis on frame

structures and free vibration of cantilever besms can be found from ,

Rogers' ”Dynamics of Framed Structures" (27), Two paperswrittenby

Moran and Blum on the earthquake design by the spectrum method T

were published in A,S,C,E, Proceedings (30 and 3l), No literature

directly related to the dynamic analysis of the low large diameter

tank appears to be available,
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VII, EQUATIONS FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

It is assumed that the thickness of the tank wall is very

small compared to its height and that the principle of thin cylindr~i··

cal shell analysis applies• The tank structure is a closed ring type•

On any horizontal ring section (see figures 1-A); the radial loading

is the same throughout and T¢ is oonstant on both sides of the

infinitely small element ”abcd'* cut out from the wall. Moments

and shears exist only in the zy plane and on the horizontal edges•

The material is assumed to be elastic and ieotropic•

Geometg of defomationss

vertical displacement ¤ u

tangential displacement ¤ v

radial displacement ¤ w

tangential unit strain in hori• plane

2 77-SR + W2 " yÜtpß

""ä'•e•e••gr_;._libri¤mof forces:

T¢i8¢0I'1Bt•8l'1t••e•••••e•••e•••é.Fz

¤¤ 0

dN
.-Ä + P ss O ·ds P ¤
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Internal forces and displacements on the tank wall

0
Z
/\/. I
¢‘

"’caÄXi6 TT¢
Ä . 7‘¢· dJ

X
/ „

4 *9 1· CY 1 Ä H} 1
I

J
Dimensibns Internal forces
Fig. l Fig, 2

tt
7Qß 1I „ \ ~

I

‘

l"" 1%- ..-[-L..*9°
’ / 1/

‘ /é?f7#¢¥r

Displacemente Radial shear, Ring tension,

Prestressing and friction forces.l·‘i,<2;, 3 Pi
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E.F1_ ¤ O
dvi +-y sind¢+p ==O n2 Y Ndz
dV T N..1 .2 N

l
;g;„l_i_,t; relations:

stress-etrsin relations:

éz ZZ vertical unit stress
6 ¢ ¤ tangential unit stress

gy = radiel unit stress

e ¤ -1*(€‘—m¤")z
E z ¢

e ¤ !“- (0" -mo’ )=·· E2 E ¢ Z H
Efz ¤ l"""""'·m2 (eZ+me¢)

0’ ¤ -—···§•··• (e +me)¢ l_m2 2 Z

Area¤1xt

Et 22 - u
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If Nz¤· fpZdzjI·Cl¤=0 4

men?-‘l—m!¤0 (7)
dz R R

Similarly
R

Et—
1 — m2 (¢¢ + m ßz)

Et y_ duT ---·-·- · + -·- 8R; ·= 1 _ mz ( R m dz ) ( )

If NZ ¤= O, vertical load and weight of structure both are

neglected•

T ..§.‘”·..... - E 2 EThen (E+m R)

T ... Eli¢ “
R (9)

cpmbmmg equations (5) ma (9)

Ü! - E2;
dz R2 + py ·¤ 0 (10)

Moment··curvature relation:

Curvature of a surface parallel to zy plane ¤ KZ ¤ ä-z

Gurvature of a surface parallel to xy plane ¤¤ Kx ¤ -1*- ¤ O
R1:

tez ¤ t x KZ =¤ E;
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-0Rx
E t. 1;6 =--·····—·(e+me )¤-——-2E (·-+-m)X 1-mR X X 1-m Rz RX
E t t5 ¤--··-······(e +me (--+--111)R 1-XR X X 1-X RX Rz

N
K ==Ox

Rz

K .-gi 1
dz dz

N1.-m dz

I EL 3Mz¤0’z·é- Ißlzt

E13 dzu
dz

Etß
let D =¤= flexural rigidity ¤¤ ———·—--·

12(1-mz)

then MX dz ()ll
V s-])iR.„3„Y.
X dz3

äressing unknown foroes and Moments in terms of 11

BY EtwF 10) §..(-DSR--·) — + -0PY
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lk!. + ät! .. EZ DD Q (12)
dzh de 12122 D

in case NZ fs 0
zum from (8)

T Et _ [ gg
¢ 8

l · m2
( R dz

)

gg .%.:.23. 1
dz ¤ Et 'Ü" lk R

Eb _ w 2 gf,T¢¤·-—-·---l·m2( Ef|·mR)+mNz

·x·¢=—-ä';-?r;-2*+-·gp-DD1~:z (13)

gr Bdz
DR D D ‘

(2H)2 D2
EtD == --·············(211)% ‘*

s¤DD+.11.D¢.1Dg 1D+.¤ (12) ma (11,) they DDDDDD

dz D
kv (16)

d Lkw Ex m pg°’ E2? + "/3 '“ D * D
This equstiou is anslogeus te the equation of s besm an

su elastic foundatioxx (Ref. 22).
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The general solution of eggation (15 ):

+W ¤ Wh WWPw(h)

is the homogeneous solution due to restraint reactions h

at the ends• h

w(p) is the particular solution due to loads with end
conditions ignored•

It is assxmed that pz , the load from the roof and the dead

load weight of the wall itself, acts coneentrically to the

wall, Usually it is assumed that pz has no effect on the l

internal forces and moments except on the direct vertical (

compression on the wall• Py varies as the height ofwall,if

b' is the unit weight of the material stored in the tank•

men, py ==
c•Equation(15) can be written:

g__l'__H__,_ high', C*V§I-I-z) (16)
dz ‘ D

S, 1'imoshenko (1) has introduced a solution:
• ßzw (C3 cospzj1·Chsin/sz)

5+ Mz) (1*1)
where f(z) ¤ wp

Substituting: Whw and wh into the homogeneous equation:

1, ßh w ¤ 0 l
dz “

with the end conditions satisfied the conetante, Cl, C2, C3
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J

and CI, will beevaluated•From
this solution, it is seen that e-nß Z will approach

J

zero as a limit as z becomes greater• For shell action we

also know that the bending or loading effect near an edge is

a localized action which will die out a short distance from
J

the edge• Saint Venant's principle states that "YL? the forces J

acting on a small portion of the surface of an elasticbodyare

replaced by another statically equivalent system of forces

acting on the same portion of the surface, this redistribution

of loads produces substantial change in the stress locally

but has a negligiblc effect on the stress at distances which

are large in comparison with the linear dimension of the sur-

face on which the forces act•" Since t is much smaller than

H, one end restraint has negligible effect to the other•

Therefore, when we analyse the fixed end effect at the base,

it is reasonable to ignore the top end condition and let Cl

and C2 both equal to sero•

then wh ¤= e—ßz (C3 cosßs ii- Ch sin/6 s) (18)
This reason also is true for the top of the wall• When we

consider top restraint we change s to s', where s' is measured

from the top. Preload Company (13) has set a limit on wall

height• If the tank is considered by this analysis then the

height of the wall should not be less than 2•3 •

wp == · (19)
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-(20) y
When the bottem is eesumed to be e. fixed end condition: I

„ „ - 0'1’( —)(°)(z=0)
°

C3 *1:;%% \

C z cvmaz }
3 E4; 1

$3;;- (z¤0) ¤ O ¤= [-/8 C36°ßz(c¤e/6 s jr einßz) z
2·¤*·¤ß=>+"·’·+·4?·Z··] 1++Ü
*Ü

. 912.% - .1ch Et (H Ä)

C"R2 ··ßz 1cosßzjr(H -/6-) sinßz] (21)

T¢ z cosßzjr
(H(22)

Mz ¤·•D·E%¤C'6*ßz['H Bin/951'(H'•ß'Z!°') 098/62]Z <zz>
c¤eßz··sinßz- cos/az]

(21+)
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So, when z ¤ O at the fixed end base oonnection

M°== ··l··@l—; (1--}--) (25)
‘

{l2(l ·· m ) F H 1
v (2 —?·-> (26) 1(0)ßT¢

=¤ 0 1

At the top, a doweled joint ie asaumed in this case• Then no

expansion ia allowed, and the shear is resisted• At first, we

can ealeulate as if the top is free• Sheer and displacment
1 computed is the amount taken by the deve1•

w' (C cos z' + C sin z') (27)3 /6 — 1+
Fwherez' is measured from the top of tank wa1l•

At ¤•=·=o, (gt top), Qi'; = M ·= odz*
then 2)@2 (C3 ein == O

Ch = 0

atz*¤0 Té¤=—·%·(w*)¤-·$-ti-xC3
Tg (from fixed end eondition) at top, computed from the

above case, when z ¤= H equation (22) gives:

rg- mm [-¤“ßH (M eosßh 1 (M M))
T¢ ¤ T¢ (it is the same, wßw')
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H(H ma/HH js-(H-
CYIZÜ

28

‘1‘Qa..£‘1*i!«-Ebä..[c¤a’ßae äl?_§a"ßH(H 666/8Hj·(H ··;)ein/H}cos

ß z' ' -7% (29)

es „ gg gg-:- mjigßzffßu (H caaßggj- (H

(36)

vy udzg utzp )-—----Et (a (I-Icos/gH:I·(H ß)a1¤ßH)

x (-· Si¤ßz'¤° M, jr (31)

for s' =¤= 0

T; ¤ -· xw'
, (22)

Mz ¤ 0
• ° 3 mz -,6H gvy

(Hmqaazdaaa(32) should be adam to. aqaauma (25) md (26) to
get the total results of Tg, , Mz , and Vy at any level an the
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wall due to both top and end restraints and the loading effect

(see figures 5 ·· 8)•

For a wall of variable thiclmess, these equations can be

applied to get approsdmate values• S. Timoshenko (1) gves

a comparison between wall of eonstant and variable
”t"•WhenH

equal 1l;* the diameter equal 60* and t equal 11;**, In the

first case the moment and shear at the base are 13960 ft• lbs,

and 561+ lbs• In the case of variable thickness, t varies

from lk" at the base to 3.,5** at top, H ¤ ltd D == 60*, the
6

moment is 13900 ft• lbs• and shear is 527 lbs• These differ·· I

encss are so small that it is not absolutely necessary to

work out a very complicated solution for the variable thick-· N
ness case• The equations derived for the case of constant

6

thickness can be used with reasonable accuracy•

The equations listed in Table 1 can be used with different

values of parsmeters to compile tables for design
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iteactions at the base and the top of the tank wall

1+* \
z 1-/R ..- E

—V9
'

+\/0

0

+ V9 "' V;)

Fixed end iihear at base t

Doweled top
Fig, 6

+3,
\

~..‘/gl ¢ -1- +V0/
-

I

-1’·
---1 ' - --° T

3 I

° Rz8 l , "1 *1
+3 '

Shear at top Moment at base

Fig, 7 Fig, 8
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Tgblg 1
Table ef equatiene and parameter:

ter structural analysis

Items Ccnditicns Equation: Parameters

- .1.%..1 .. ‘* .i..%l1-21-

H 3Et
vy •· o “

(H - é-W] sf=-rß
•• ·}·a*R3§H-z•(H¢:I·(H-Ä-)5b} y1¤JF“(;5_„ß„)
„ 2 2 - 1[~ H<}·y(H„

+ 23’B2D 3 ’ __ _vy HJ ¢]

w 3::3:eäw m3 [ää- (H¢H 5»(H ¢• ¤JTg
gw =· J ß*'(„1„3„•)

ll
R2 „ J; us

— HMz ·-D (H 6 *8 (ws/GH)

V1 " ‘“ G" ß ”<¤¢¤ßH>
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1

Preetressed concrete design employs the application of pre—

stressing principles in addition to the ordinary design methods of

concrete structures. For a successful design, the prestressing force,

the load, and stress distribution on the structure should be understood.

In a circular tank, the load from the contained material is

resisted hy a combination of two visualised elastic elements. The

horizontal eleent takes the ring tension, while the vertical strip,

without shear on the vertical edges, receives a bending effect. At

any point, the computed deflections of these two eleents mst be

equal, and the load is distributed between them. W. S. Gray has a

very clear explanation (3) of this analysis in which he introduces

Reissner*s method for the calculation of the load distribution factor
for tank structures. He presents some diagrams for load distribution

used in reinforced concrete tank design. Figures 9 and 10 are taken

from Gray's text, showing load distribution and bending diagrams for

fixed base and doweled top end conditios. From the euations derived

in this thesis discussing the structural analysis, T¢ , the ring

tension, is equal to C
Z’HR.

The coefficient C is determined by

the load received by the horizontal element in sharing the total

loading effect with the vertical elastic strip.

Under this loading condition, both circumferential and vertical

prestressing is necessary. The circumferential wire provides hoop

compression to eliminate the ring tension in the concrete, and the

vertical steel obviates the tensile stress caused by the bending
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effect. In a circular tank with a fixed end codition at the base,

the maximum positive bending mment due t live load occurs at nearly

one third of the height above the base, and negative bending moment

occurs at the base. Thus maximm tensile stresses are induced at

the outer fiber at one third the height and at the inner fiber at

the base connection. However, in.a prestressed cncrete tank, the

moment caused by live load when the tank is full can be balanced

inwholeor in part by the effect of the horizontal prestressing force.

This is the principal characteristic of prestressing in a cocrete

tank structure. When the tank is empty, the bending effect of the

circumferential prestressing wire will be acting alone. The empty

tank usually presents the critical condition in design. The tensile

stresses caused hy prestressing forces must be investigated. Some

engineers prefer to add ordinary mild steel reinforced bars to take

care of the tensile stresses; this results in partial prsstressing.

Others use a free or sliding base design to reduce the bending

oment (Ref. 8 and 13).

For prestressed concrete circular tank design in the United

States, it ia usually specified that: (a) when the tank is full,

there should be residual compression in the concrete wall in order

to assure tightness and a safety margin for superimposed overlcad·

ing; (b) when the tank is empty, no tension is allowed at any section

of the wall. The British code fer liquid containers of concrete

permits 150 p.s.i. vertical flexural tensile stress in the concrete

when the tank is empty, and requires 100 p.s.i. compression stress
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in the concrete when the tank is full (23), Figures 11 and 12 §

show the bending effects due to the loading and the circumferential

prestressing,

The general preetresaing principles for linear prestreasad

concrete are also true for circular prestressing, In a circular

preetressed concrete tank, the losses ef prestress, the special tech·

niquea of prestreesing on the curved surface and the anchorage design

have to be studied mre carefully, The felloing lcsses in prestress—

ing force must be considered:

a, Anchorage slip:

This loss depends upon the kind of anchorage used, In Sweden,
frm tests mda on Freyesinet cones, it is recomended that an

average of 6mm, loss in elongatio for each ccne should be

used (lk),
b, Friction loss:

For post tensioning of the circular loop wire or cable,

(s,, figure 1,)
u is the coefficient of fricticn between the steel wire

and the ccncrete wall,

T is the circular prestressing force, dT ==incremsnt of T,

ds is the change in length of steel wire,

d¢ is the change of cetral subtended angle ¢ by length ds

dVy is the change of radial shcaring force in the concrete

normal to ds,
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’ Load distribution and bending moment diagrams for circular tank
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E Fn s 0 (normal. forces)

2T8in·qg¤=dVy, avyeraß 1
Z Ft ¤ 0 (tangential force)

d‘1‘ ¤ udVy ¤= uTd¢ 1
when dß increases from O to ¢ T increases from Tl to T2

T ¢therefore
1

2 gig- ¤= ud¢ T2 ¤ Tleuß
Tl o 1

where ¢ is measured in radians•

T2 - T1 is the friction loss 1
Mautner (22) has calculated the friction loss of the F1-eyseinet A

cable stretched 90" any around the tank using a coefficient of fric··

tion of 0,15, It was found that the effective T is only 83 % of the
A initial jacking prestreseing force. The loss is 17%, a relatively

large amount.

c, Creep of steel:

Creep of steel, verified by test, results in about A % loss of

prestress (8).

d, Creep md shrinkage of concrete:

1, Klastic shortening due to elastic strain of the concrete is:

fJeß-g (wherejandf areunitEc strain and unit stress due to
load or prestressing force.)

V
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loss of prestress ßfs == nfc ¤ x Es ; this is normally

mm 1 to 2 1%.
G

2, Shrinkage of concrete (21):
I

For post tensioning, the shrinkage loss is essentially zero

and can be neglected•

Nomally the shrinkage unit strain agb == 0•0O02 in per im

In pretensioning this represents a loss of prestness

approximately 5 to 6 $ä•
3, Creep of eoncrete or plastic flow of concrete (8) (9):

Usuilly the coefficient of ereep Cc is assumed to be 3

The loss of prestress is ( Cc · 1 ) n fc ¤= Afs
It is estimated to be approximately 20 %

Prestress losses for items 1, 2 and 3 can also be calculated

as follows:

The elastic change in the length of the steel is the total

change in the length of concrete due to elastic shortening

and creep togthem

If ue assume JG is the unit creep strain per unit of stress

of concrete,
then 2% ·== .€,9, ge- 1: c a Je

,. ,. 2: ,. .„ .2;.sc fc

Substituting into the above equatiom

= de : Eécd Ü';
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While Äc changesfrem0te Jg ,

fc changes from fci te fcf
u

fd. ,5;
df ..ss E2}.dfmn

+ r n + r (
Es Ec

“then
··fcfand

fci - fcf •= less offcJ.

M. Crem (15) reported on tests perfomed at M•LT„ on creep and

shrinkage ef cencrete• The following are the results of losses found

in terms of steel stress:
less by shrinkage and plastic flow 21:,000 p,s„i„

allowable for test l:,0O0 "
permissible variation of rod stress used

in test 10,000 "
Total p•B•i•

This represents about 25 % loss of prestress•
Other details ef prestressing principles and specificatiens concerning

the circular prestressed concrete tank are included in the two sections

follow:Lng•
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S
IX. PROPOSED METHOD OF PRESTRESSING

In the prestressed concrete tank high stress is induced in

the steel hy stretching the wires wound around the tank or the cables

bonded into the tank wall.

Different methods have been used for the circular prestresing

of the tanks. In the continuous winding method, a machine is used

to wrap the wires around the tank• The wire is prestressed by cold

drawing it through a die attached to the machine• The cable method

for tank prestressing is the same as that used for linear prestressing.

Special jacke and anchorages are adopted to stretch the wires against

the conerete. Many prestressed concrete companies have their own

patented methods of prestressing.

A problem that has been in the author's mind for a long time ie:

can a simple method be devised for the circular prestressing of the

tank without using elaborate mchines and special jacking devices?

A sig—sag eztensioning method of post tensioing with a continuous

winding process offers one solution. This procedure has been used

in making prestressed concrete railway ties in Taiwan, China• It

was not used axtensively'because the ties can be easily made by the

pretensioning method in a central plant without difficultyw

In the sig—sag extensioning method, wire is wrapped around the

tank, and tight, to form a series of parallel wire loops. Each wire

is then prestressed by displacing one point on it laterally up or

down, while holding adjaeent points in place at certain spacing

intervals, (see figurß lk). The extensioing process requires only
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an ordinary hydraulic jack• Steel spacing bars are emplqyed to fix

the wires in position• Prestretching of the wires is not required

during the wrapping pr¤ceduro• No special anchorage is needed• The

end of the wires can be embedded in the wall. After prestreasing, a

coating of gunite is applied for the pr0tection•

The details of this proposed method are best shown hy the

following example with numerical data and explanatios:

The assumed data for calculations are:

Given a circular prestressed concrete tank with the wall base

fixed to the tank below and the top done roof doweled to the

wall• p
H, the height of the wall of the tank is 30*
D, diameter of the tank is 8k*
t, the thickness of the tank wall is 8” , the minimum

thickness required to fscilitate the pouring of con-

crete and the installation of vertical cables•
r,, the unit weight of the contained material is 50 p,c•f•
C*, the coefficient of the horizontal pressure of the

contained material is l

The hoop tension T¢ due to load py at the various heights of

the wall is shown on table 2•

The maximn ring tension is h3;00O p•p•f• at 0•7 H from the

top of the wal1• This is the critical section for deaign•

It is supposed that high tension wire with an ultimate

strength fg ¤=2h0,000 p•s•i• is used for the tank prestressing•
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The design stress of the wire is limited to 60 % of the ulti-

mate strength or 0.60 x ¤ p•s.i.

Some designers reduce the desigx stress by 5,000 p.s.i. to

provide for residual eompression stress in the concrete when „

the tank is full and 1,000 p.s.i. for construction telersnce•

This represents an average deduction of nearly 5 ?$• The desigx 1

stress used here will be - 6,000 ¤ 138,000 p.s.i.

If 5 mu. ( 0.196 ” ) wire is used, the design prestressing

force =¤= 0.0302 sq. in. times 138,000 p.s.i. == 1+170 pounds

per wire.

The msadmm number of wires required per foot is j+3,000/1+170 ¤= 10.1+.

Using ll uires, then area furnished is 11 x 0.0302 == 0•33l• square

inch per foot of thewall.F6

the effective prestressing force of wires is
l•3,000 p.p.£.

Fi , the initial prestress of the steel ¤= Fa ;I· losses ¤ Fo (the
tprestress force at the time of transfer) jr anchorage and splice

losses.
Losses of the prestreseing force are assumed ss followsz

shrinkage and creep ef ccncrete 25 7%

creep cf steel. 1+ %
elastic shortening of concrete 2 %

anchorsge and splice losses 2 %

Total losses33(The

wiree are zig-sag extensioned to a certain
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elongation to induce the stress; therefore nc l

fricticn loss is ccnsidered,)

ri ¤ !£-¤O-‘3-gi ==
%:%‘_;°·¥ ¤ 61+,000 1ss. per am er the wall height,

The fsi cf the wires == -Ä-I; =¤ ¤ 192,000 p,s,i,
s ,331+

The allewable maadmuu: initial temporary prestressing stress

of the high tensien wire can reach 80 % of fg ¤= 80 % x

192,000 p,s,i, (8),

The tank is a clesed ring type of structure and is statically

indetermdnate, The theory of linear transfcmetion can be

applied, Any wire through the center cf gravity cf the cen-

crete (c,g,c,) section is called a coneordant wire, any other

wire parallel to it, is simply that line transformed, whose

line of pressure will still remix: threugh the c,g,c, line,

That is to say, the ccmpressive force of concrete ¤ C = Fi

of the steel wire and the C·line coincides with c•g,c, line

er the um wall (6).
The twenty eigat day compressive ultimate stress of the con-

crete (fi;) should be at least 3500 p,s,i, The design stress

cf the ccncrete is 0,l+ x 3500 ¤ 11+00 p,e•i, =¤ fc

Ac¤=%·-¤§$=x;Ü=lxt
¤ c

t ¤= 3,8 inch
l

t assumed is 8** which is ample, For the sake of conven-
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ience of construction, the minimum thickness of 8** will

be ma.intained• h

Check the concrete stress:
At the time of initial prestressing (temporary stress):

Ffc ¤ .2. ¤ é*..£.9.O9. ¤ 670 p.s.„i. (comp,)Ac 12 x 8
After loss of prestrcssing

empty tank .
F h3 000

f “ •¤§•“ •·-•-·l•-•·-~“•$i•°
Ac 12 x 8 P ·

full tank _

f .. -· 1+.2...@.•a.•6. + E2¢ 12 x 8 ·· At
At ¤ transformed section of concrete =¤ (n-l)As 1} Ac

I1 E" Bgjoogom p9B9i9i
cH
¤fc

= A50 Qt “ 15 p•e•i•(¢¤mp•)(12 x 6) ;•· (s.3 - 1) x 0.332+

Reeidual comression ¤ 3.l+ % which is less than the aeswmed

value of 5 ig, because of the large value of t used.

This is a check of the direct stress only due to ring tension and

the circumferential prestressing compressive force• The combination

of bending effect due to the fixed end restraint at the base will be

investigated in the section cm the design of the vertical prestressing

$$8814
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The above procedure follows the general process of prelimin-

ary design using the critical section of maximum ring tension for a

check, The design steps of the proposed method of prestressing are

mlained as follows in detail•
4

1., Divide the wall into ten equal parts:

The whole height of the tank wall is divided into ten intervals•

Each of which is three feet, for the convenience of arranging

the circumferential prestressing wires•

2, Calculate the average ring tension in each interval:

The average ring tension due to the pressure of the contained

r material for each three foot interval is shown in table 2•
3, Calculate the number of wires needed, (N):

N ¤= the average ring tension -%— the design stress of each

wire == average Tg +I+l7O

The results are listed in table 2•

The distribution of wires into rows and layers for each three foot

interval is shown in figure 1.3 b, and c•

The spacing of the slots of the spacing bar is assxmzsd
6”• Each

slot contains a maacimum of three wires per layer and a msxtmum

of two layers•

The spacing of the slots in the spacing bar can be larger or

smaller as needed• This desigx is quite flexible• An even

number of slots in each internral is preferred so that half of

the wire can be extended up and half dowm
L, The elongation of the wire needed to acquire the necessary pre-
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stressing force:

Wires are wmmd around the tank wall hand tight only, The slack

ef the wire assumed is one inch per turn of the circular loop,

The unit strain of the wire eorresponded to the prestressing

stress is: 1
JU er

=¤ 0,0066 jl- 0,0003 ¤ 0,0069

Tetal strain ¤ 0,0069 x 7T(8!, x 12 ll- 16) == 22,2** per turn, ·
S ¤ epaeing cf slots in the spaeing bar == 6** c,c,

C ¤ 6** -· 1 x 0,196 ¤ 5,80L** used in calculatien

See figure 13 c,

5, Design the sig··zag extensioning pattern:

(see r1gm·e 13 a)
L =¤ spacing of the vertical steel spacing bars along the cir-

cumferentiel direction,

Take one section for investigation

Klengatien, 41 of wire of length L is 0,0069 L

G ¤ 5,80t, and L ¤ 62**

The number ef specing bars == ¤ 52 pcs

6; Desigx the steel spacing bars,

See figuren 13 c and d)

The steel spacing bars are cast inte the concrete wall, The

projected pcrtion should be at least one··haJ.f inch, The cast in
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part should be two inches, Width of each slot is 0,588*, Its

depth should be st least one—half inch, The spa.c:'n.ng of the slots

are 6" center to center,

Let t ¤ thickness of the spacing ber, Big: tensicn wire fs ¤ 138,000 p,s,i, Q

As ¤ 0,0302 sq, in,

For 3 wires in each slot, the maximum case

Check for compressiom allowsble stress ¤ 18,000 p,s•i, for steel bar Q

Check for shear: sllowsble stress =¤= 11,000 p,s,i, fer steel bar

llC00xtx6'*==3 (A6f8sini)x2 t¤=0,036l•'* uset¤ä•”

7, Design of the anchorsges:

mchersges ccnsisting of coils of wire in spiral form are enbedded

into the wall, Position of snchorsges should be designed according
l

to the length of wire per each wire coll used, Anchcrsges st

the edjaeent intervals are pleced some distance spart wi.th an

overlap of wire between them,

Wires are connected by the Torpedo splice to the anchorages, The

length of wire in the spirsl anchorage coil is checked as follows:

let l be the required length of the spirsl coil anchomge

1 x perimeter x allewable unit bond stress ¤ As£$
1 x 0,59 x 375 == 0,0302 x l9Z009

1 == 26**

It dismeter of the coil is A" , then 2 coils are required, The

piteh of the spirsl is 2“•
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8, Process of zig·sag extensioning: l

a, Wänding of the wdres: Wires are wound around the tank wall

apaced according to the distribution table. They should be
(

hand tight and firmly connected to the splice. Continuous ‘

wdnding may·be faeilitated by using a revolving wdre drum

placed on the platform at the top of the tank o the dom N

f mulding.

b, Distribution of the wires: The distribution of the wires

should be carefully arranged before the construction. The

following three items can be used as references. (1) It is

better to use an even number of rows in each three foot in-

terval. (2) At least two wiros in one row is preferred.

(3) If we use less number of rows in one interval, then three

rows,with one wire in each, are supposed to be the minimum.

These three typical forms are shown in figure lb.
c, Sequence of extensioning: The first layer is extended first•

After it is copleted the second layer is extended and placed

on the top of the first layer (see figure 13 d and figure lb).
d, Jacking of the wiress The sig-sag extensioing is done by

ordinary jacke clamped to the spaeing bar and supported on

the wall. They can work up er down. Two jacke er more can

work at the sam time. ‘W1res are pulled in one direction at

every fourth bar all around the tank. Then they are pulled

in the opposite direction at the intermediate intervsls. This

makes the prestressing stress more uniform and also balance
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Figure 14 Typical sections for Zig-zag extensioning
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the slips of the wiree which oocur during the first pul1ing•

Auxillary tools are used to pull the wires out of the slots•

The pulllng force of the jack required for each wire is equal

to the sam of the preetressing forces of two adjecent wire

intervale plus the friction force between the wire and the
1

wal]?
Pulling force ¤= FFor each wire äF¤2xASxf8einij·ux(2xABf8)sin·Eg‘-gz;-°==

2xO•O3O2xl92000xgé-Z3-:hj0•lS :2::0,0302

x 192000 1: ein 7•0°
¤ 1120;+212 ¤ 1332 1bs•

Fer three wires

I F ¤ 3 x 1332 “ 3996 lbe•
9, Typical vlnding and extensioning diagrame are ehem in figure ll;.

10, After extensiorning the wire, one to one and half inch ef pneu-·

matic meter is sprayed for outside protection and h" x A" x No, 12

wire meeh is used for the temperature reinforcement of the

pneumatic meter la.yez·•
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L DEIGN HAHLE

In this section, only three parts of the complete design pro-

cedure (vertical prestressing, dame root, and the analysis for earth- :
quake force), are discussed:

a, vertical prestressing

Vertical steel is designed to compensate tor the tensile

stressproducedby the bending effect either due to the loading or due

to the circumferential prestressing force•

From table 7 (Ref, ll) Mz == coefticient x H3 ¤ Cx5Ox303 ¤= Cxl,350,000

in ft• lbs per ft• H2/ Dt ¤ 16

pt, 0,0H 0,11-1 0.2H 0,3H 0.I+H 0,5H 0,6H 0.7H 0,8H 0,9H l,0H

C 0 0 0 -0,0001-0•00O2··0„O0Ol·j·0•OO0ln:§0•0Ol3:I0•OOl9:•·0„0001-0,0079
Mz 0 0 0 ·l35 **270 ·l35 :*51+0 :*1755 :*2567 :*135 -1o66s

for the top Joint Mz ¤¤ VH since V =¤= 0 M ¤ O

By the flexnrsl formula, te • MC/I, ve can calculate the

fiber stresses at points of maximum positive and negative

memente for the different conditions ot loadings• Critical

sections st the base and O•8H section are investigatech

sc ·= nc/1

fc ¤Mxl2xI•.·€~(1/l2xl2x8x8x8) = 3/3214
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. BSBGinnerfiber outer fiber inner
materfulltank
(loading moment) · v

?M·x| ß
Ü)

°-Zlßlsßil im

empty tank -1050 +].050 +252 ~252
(preet• force) ° '
1005 of (BIBB 1

Initial prestressing
1,25 times case 2 ··l32O +1320 +315 -315
(losaes 25 Z for

“ °
vertical prestress—ins)
Dead load (assumed)
(roof and ··l;Op„e•i• ·-A0 ·-AD —L0
done plus wall)

Temperature -169 -·l69 -].69 -169
differencer mm (se:.lg) Full:

&¤PtY! -70 -70 -70 -70

Partial prestressing: this is omitted because the vertical

steel will be prestressed before the horizontal wire•

Anchorage: same as the partial prestreesing•

The critical case is the case II: (see figure 15) in this design

the eccentric vertical prestressing cable will be used• Let '*F**

be the force required and "e" be the eccentric distance from the

center of the wall to the cable in the mater side•

outer fiber: --91.,0 ¤-ä- -··F

Cinner fibert *21+0 ¤—;°§ + ··9··f···



Figure 15 Ring ten ion,bending moment and wall stress distribution
(Design example)
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Solving for F and e, F ¤ 70,000 lbs e ¤ l" (oomputed this way)

Then wire needed ·= F + (11.1.,000 x 0.0302) ·= 70,000+435o ¤ 16
1

Use an 18 wire group, the spacing ¤= ¤ 1.12* c.c. 1
The anchorages cam be a spiral of wire cores at the bottom

and Freyssinet comes at the top. Cables are placed eceentri—

cally 1** outside from the center of the wall.

b, Dome root:
Assume a trial section as shown in the general drawing. A simple

method for checking the stress ie (Ref. 19): Assuzae an uniform

thioknessz
5**, Rise: 10.5* , Radius of the domex 89* , Rise

span ratio: one-eighth , Central. angle of the arch roofing:

28° 06* , tan. of anglez 0.535

L.L. == 1.0 lbs per eq. ft., D.L.: 62.5 p.s.f. WT ¤ 102.5 p.s.f.

Allowable max. stress ¤ 200 p.s.i. Meridian thrust is T, hoop

force is H. At the top T =¤ H ¤ ie x 102.5 x 89 ¤ 1.500 p.p. f.

stress ¤= 1.500+ 5 x 12 ¤ 75 P.s.i.

at the point l1.° from the top sin, of angle is 0.21.2 cos is 0.970

Total load above this point is 2 W892 x 102.5(l· 0.970) • 152000 lbs.

T ¤ 152000 -%-27189 x em? ¢ ·· 1.700 p.p.T. (eemp.)
stress ¤ 1.700+5 x 12 =“ 79 P.s.i. (comp.)

H ¤ ·· T :1- 89 x 0.970 x 102.1. ¤ 1.200 p.p.f. (comp.)

stress ¤ 1.200 + 60 ¤¤ 70 p.s.i.

at the edge sin 28° 08* is 0.1.715 eos is 0.8818

Total load is 27[892 x 102.1.(l-0.882) • 600,000 p. (above edge)
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T ¤ 600,000·}2F89 x s:Ln2ZB°08' ¤ h800 p•p•£• stress •80p•s•i•
6

G0@•)

H • -·T 1+ l0l„5 x 89 x cos 28°08' ¤ M)00 lbs/£t• st1·esv¤67p•s•i• [
(comp•)

From the above, no reinforcement is needed, for temp, h"::h*xl•# wire [

mesh is used-,

Ring tension on the edge member 600,000 x cos¢—é2rrsin ¢_¤ 178,000p•p•f•Use

5m high tension wires• Number of wire needed¤¤l;l pcs/ft,
6

The edge beam assumed is 1b" x 8",the prestreseing method is the

same as that used on the tank wall:

c, Floor slab
The floor slab is designed as an ordinary Slab footing• Its

thickness ¤ 8"• Use number L bars 10'* c•c• in both directionm

d, Check for earthquake force:

Lateral force of 15 $6 of the weight of contained materials is

applied to the tank as equivalent to the earthquake effect•

Uniformed lateral load ¤ O•l5 x ZT x D ¤ 630 p•p•f•

Mm • coefficient x F H2 • The values of coefficient is taken
U

rm table 9 ae:. (11). z ez 1¤ rz. lbs per rz.
Negative maximum moment at base ¤ ·- 0•O091 x 630 x 302 ¤ ·· 5l60•

Positive maximum moment at O•8H ¤= ie- O•002O x 630 x 302 ¤ j·1l30•

at base inner side LBO outer side — A80
fc at 0•8H — 106 :4- 106
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Check shear at

base:weightcf dame =¤= wT x W r2 ¤ 1.02,5 x xr x A22 ¤ 565,000 lbs,

'weight of wall ¤ 1.50 1: H 1: W¥(A2 —- ¤• 8A6,000 lbs,
ß

weißt of contained materials == $0 x H x W x A22 = 8,265,000 lbs,

Total 9,676,000 lbs,

(d Ä _ Ä)
I ¤ Z·······¢?··'·"""'id;"'*" ¤=l,68xl05 fth

bu

Q ¤ }·Wr2(1-05756 r )—-L/7r2(1··¤5756 ’)
2 °

Ü 0 2 i Ü 1

·· §·¤ (l•2•72)(Q•A21+A x A2•7) · li ”(l•2)2(0•A2lJ+ x 1,2) · 22% ra?

b ¤ 2 x 8 = 1.6*

gg 2200 ; 1128V ° Ib ° l,68xl05x1J•1,x1JJ,xl6 ° 99p°°'i°



Figure 16 Complete sketch of circular prestressed concrete Tank
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XL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

'Ihis analysis is limited to the effect of earthquske forces• N
In design practice, we usually select the predeminant lateral

ferees DJ., -1- L,L• jl- either wind or earthquake force• It is usually

found that the earthquake feree is larger than wind force• N

according to the explanation of a Japanese expert cn earth- N

quakes, Professor John K• Minami, at the M•I•T• conference on dynamic

desiga problem; the esrthquake force is a shock er exciting force

. tor the structures; it is memzred by the ameunt of kinetic energ

released by the shock• (28)•

Professor Neumark of the University of Illinois (29) ooncludes
N

that the earthquake impulse exists only a very short moment en the

structure and transfers an ameunt of kinetic energy to it; after the

impulse is over, the structure cemes to a stage of free vibratiom

The energ is then sbsorbed by the internal strain and the vibration

is damped out• In all dynmc analysis Newtouüs second law and the

law of eonservation of energ are used as the basic principlem

Most dynamic analyses are very eomplicated in mathematical

derivatien and solution, In practical work, however, simplifieatien

is necessary• Professor Neumark has a very good observation on

this (29)• He states that due to the uncertainties of loading,

duration of the disturbsnce, and resistance of the structure, a

very aeeurate calculation really does not give an exact selutiom

1 rapid checking method is censidered desirable„ In this thesis

an appronxlmate method will be considered•
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From a paper written by John E• Rinne at the conference on

the discussion of the earthquake and blast effect on structures

’

held at the University of California in 1956, (33), the following

is quoted: "In the vast msjority of structures vibration in the

first or the fundamental mode accounts for most earthquake forces•

Only in the tall building does the effect of the second mda become

appreciable and the third and higher mode can be neglected for almost

all practical purposes•'* In the tank problem, only the fundamental

mda is considerech

As to the damping effect, it is stated in chapter
7, p• 135 of

Beh (28): °'•••••• The effect of damping is neg1ected• This is

possible because in most problems of structural dynamics we are

only interested in the first peak value of deflection and not the

continuous state of vibration• For this reason, the damping is of

little importance•" The visceus damping character ef the concrete,

therefore, is omitted here•

These statements are important to a etw on the earthquake

dynmc analysis for the task problem

The lateral force code prepared by the Joint Cmttee of

San Francisco; California, A•S•C•E• and the Structural Engineer

Association of Northern California and published in Ref• Bln repro-

euxts a work of outstanding significance and value in pointing

tovard a rational approach to the dynamic problem of earthquake

resistent design
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The code speeifies that:

T (the fundamental period of vibration in sec.) ¤ O•O6/;-ä—H

is the height of the building in feet and b is the

width at the base in feet, in the direction of

movement,
}

The seismic coefficient C ¤ 2*:-(Fi p
The lateral. force F ¤ C W where H is the weigzt of the

structure•

In sane places subjected to the severe earthquake distur··

bances, the assumed C value maybe as high as 15 %•

Fer an approcximte method of structural dynamic analysis, the

structure shenuld be idealised first in such a way that the total mass

of the structure is distributed to several eoneentrated points

cmneoted by the rest of the idealized Structural elements which are

weightless but have the same rigdity as the orignal structu1·e•

There are several ways to study this problem. If ue consider

the tank as a vertical. hollow structure clmped at the base subjected

to the lateral load, the whole structure 1d.l.l probably deflect es

shown in figure l'7b• The shearing ferces at the sides of point A

sheuld be taken into eensideratiom Or we may consider circular ring

sections placed herizontally and acted upon by the lateral force•

Then the deflections of points A and Points B will be different•

However in this approuimate method, ve assume the tank is subjected

te the ground mtion from any direction due to the earthquake and
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point A is at the top of a vertical strip of the idealized tmk w¤ll• 1

This strip ie the critical section to be investigatocb In our calcu·-· B
lation ue further assume that the mass of the tank is coneentrated

at two parts, one half at the top and one half at the w.ae• The

lvmed mass at the top will be used to estimste the maximum deflecticm Ä

resulting from the earthquake disturbance• Its spring constant is

the force required to produce a unit deflection of the top section of

the tank w¤ll• After the maximum deflection is calculated, then the Ä

equivalent lateral force correspondlng to this dynamic effect can be

f:Lgured•
Bäsic muation for dynamic analysis F ¤ ma B

F ¤ external force; Q is the resistance cu" the structure

M ¤ mass a. is the acceleration

F 0 = F 2 (x) and x the k ne spring
constant

M ah:) (1)

From equaticn (1):

X
Ä

X
(2)

G o

Equation (2) derived from equaticn (1) is a statmemt ef energ

oonservation, in which the first tem is the external energ, the

second tern is the internal kinetic energ while the last is the

potential enery or the internal etrain energy

The external energ due to the dynamic disturbance from an
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earthquake is considered to be transferred to potential energy and

vibrating kinetic energ in the structure, When thedisplacementx

is the maximum, the velocity is zero and all the externalenergywill

convert to the internal etrain energr, At thattime:X

3; 1

g F (t) dx ¤J Q (x) dx (3)
c o

kternal load and its duration curve can be obtained Iron the

actual earthquake record, For the illuatrated problem, we assume that

the impulse diagram ie triangular due to the impulse load as shown

an Figure 17 (a).
X t

WB (externalwork F (t) dx¤j F (t) dt
o o

(A)
From equation (1)

t
(5)dt ra e

Lt the very beginning Q(x) is not fully mobilised and it my be

considered zero, t “
« man v-= (6)

o
— t ]_ t
rand vz, ey F(t)dtE an (7)

o o

It I ¤ total impulse ¤ area of triangalar load

duration diagram



Figure 18 Different prestreshing systems for circular Tank
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t1 =· j F (6) dt ,
o

3 ~¤• E ••••w 1 t t 2(z) az 4+. I2 (6) *

° M
*

2MO
gI2

N
is the initial energy gveu by the earthquakeimpulse.At

the mzdmm deflectien xm , v ¤ O
2 (6)

2M 2 M
o

This equatie:1 is used te estimate xm und thus caleulate the

equivslent lateral lead.

Assumes H¤30• D¤=81.• t¤8"

WI == total weight. er tank including ecntained material

WT = vz. ef um (565** ) gp vz. of wall (61.6* )
j- ut. of emteined material (8265** )

Halt ot the mass is aseumed to cencentrate et the tep•

M === (565**+}- x 81.6k + ä 2 6265**) x .2;....
· 2 ‘ 2 32.2

2¤ 158 k- sec pe1·ft•

. lbs·-seczFeraeneteotstrip M*l58—v8l;¤].880——-i·;··*·
O

‘ 121 U9 == 91701bs.81+

t ¤ duratim ¤ Q; sec
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== ä- x 9170 x ä- == 2290 lbs-sec

From table 5 Ref. (ll), ring tension T¢ at top due to a

shear V at the top aeted horizontallys

VRX(for

H2 ¤= 16)
Dt

Detlection at top = w ¤ ‘1'¢ R-? Et ¤ ll+•7h
Y-R2-···

x ··-L-
, H Et

if w ¤ l" , then

v ¤ ·= 32,200 lbs• per rz. pn- meh1-’+•7l•
X R2

ot detlection

For one half concentrated mass and two eides of the wall:

k == (Vxä·)x2 ¤ 32,200xl5x2

¤ 966,000 lbs/in ot defleetion (approximately)

B7 vquation (9)

1 12•• 1 2— x == -· 966 0001 2 1880 2 X ’ Im

X 8 inchm

From this, the equivalent load, reaotions and stresses induced

can be easily checked in the same way aa the mmerical exmple be£ore•

The above is a rapid check for wnamio analysis., It ie only

an approximete method•

1
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The vertical unit strip of wall has been analyzed es a free

standing section at M or A" (Figure 15 (b) }•

actually the rest of the wall, particularly at B' and B" I
in fairly rigid and will offer considerable radial sheariug resistance

to the vertical unit strip• The resulting deflection xm == 0•l9 inch

is therefore cemsiderably larger than what my be expected• I

II
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XII. DISCUSSION

A cemparative study of the prevsiling circular prestressing Ä

systes and constructio methods is included in this section for p

reference.The

Preload centinuous winding method of circular prestressing R
is probably the best at the present tim. In the United States,

nearly all circular prestressed concrete tanks are built by the Pre-

lead method. They are designed with sliding base and free top con-

struction. Internal pressure is taken by the circuferential wires

alone. The winding machine is a self propelledmerry—go~aroundmachine

which is suspended fre the top of the wall and travels at i

about 3 to 7 m. p. h. The wires are pulled through a die te control

the stress. The base frictio ceefficient used in design is 0.5.

Rubber pads and rubber water steps are provided at the base and at

construction joints. The only problem is the congestion of crouded

wires. This sometimes causes trouble in construction work. (see

rigm 18 .).
The Magnel-Blaton method is a modification of the linear cable

prestressing method applied to the construction cf circular tanks.

Cables are jaeked around the curved wall of the tank and anchered

hy a set sandwich uedge plates. Jacke are hung from the trestle en

the top of the wall and placed horisontally during the prestressing

process. Friction loss is the chief problem in this system. The

loss of friction may‘be up to 2h % of the prestressing force. (see
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engen xs s).
The Freyssinet method is also a modified linear prestressing

method applied to circular tank costruction. Freyssinet cones are

used for the anchorages. Cables are tensioned at a distance of one—2

quarter of the circuference apart. Frictio loss is the chief

problem also. However, this method is preferred when it is necessary

to put the cables inside the wall section. In some European countries

where the climate is severely cold, this method is more suitable.

Freyesinet cables are put inside metal conduit tubes. After tension·

ing, they are grouted to bond with the wall, (see figure 18 c).

In the precast method, precast vertical concrete states and ,

horizontal steel bands are used. This is the same as the water barrel.

In England and Africa, this ethod had been practiced• Cables or

wires may'be used. After tensioning, the spaces between the states

are filled with concrete. Unter leakage is the main defect, (see

nge-. 18 a). E

The proposed aig—sag extensioning method is a continuous wind-

ing post-tensioing method. The wall is designed to be fixed st the

base connection. The introduction of ed restraint moments at the

base will decrease the number of wires required in circumferential

prestressing. No elaborate machine, and no special anchorages are

needed. A simple jaeking device ie aufficient to overcome the frie-

tin force during the sig—zag extensioning process. No groutin is

necessary. The only problem will be the large moment at the base

ad it might be necessary to have additional dowels at the base{
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connection to take care of a part of the tensile stress produced,

The zig-sag extensioning method is more simple and flexible both in
W

design and construction, Future applications will verify these 1
facts; the author believes, 1

Some difficulties may be anticipated in the prestressing of the 1

wire: in the proposed sig·sag extensioning method such as the sequence *

of extensioning the wires and the stretching of wire to produce
‘

uniform stress in the wire, This may be determined from a full size +

model test in the field,
1

The continuous winding of the wires around the wall and connect- 1
ing of the wires to the splices alse presents field problems, All 1
of these should be well-arranged before construction, 1

Several practical construction problems require special mention:

lg The concrete work of the tank can be divided into several steps {
(This method is general]: used in &.u·ope)=

ap The lower part ef the wall nearly one·third of the height of

the wall can be poured first, Due to the large moment at

the base some engineers prefer to use stub wall construction,

This means that part of the vertical prestressing vires can

be cut off at the height of the stub wall and post tensioned,

Net all the vertical uires are needed through the whole heigzt

of the wall,
b, The rqsper part of the wall and the mid··portion of the base

slab are the next to be poured• The effect of shrinkage of

the base away from the wall is therefore minimised,
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c; The roof and that part of the slab near the wall complete the

ccrete work; (see figure 19 a)•

2; The concrete wrk can also be accmplished hy a sliding form to 1

facilitate the continuous pouring and eliminate the horizontal «

construction joints• This is the method generally used in the U

United States•
3; For the fixed end connection; the end anchorages of the vertical N

cables should be arranged very carefully• For the sliddng base; 1

water tightness must be given special attention; (see figure 19 b)• “

A; Vertical prestressing is required to be done before the circume N

ferential prestressing work in order to awoid the tensile stress N
caused by the horizontal wirss• 1

5; Measurement of the deflections during and after construction are 1

needed to have a check on the calculations in the design•

6; Problems concerning the stress in that portion of the wire over

the alot opening of the spacing bar are inrestigated as followsx

a; Bending stress:

Bending streins induced in the extreme fibers of the wires

where they pass over the spacing bar are of the order of

magnitue of 5 %• Whether or not these additional strains

will induce premature failure of the wire will dcpend upon

the stress~strsin characteristics of the wire• Preliminany

laboretory tests are necessary to verify the limits of curva·

ture permtted„ The curvature can be decreased by using wider

spacing bars•
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b, The eoneentration of stress due to bearlng pressure:

The wire is tensioned in two directions• The tensile stress {
in the wire is assumedto be uniform throughout thewholelength•

Over the slot, the contact stress on the wire duetothe

bearing pressure can be asmmed to effect the whole
1

dimetral section cf the because the size of the wire T

is very smll• It is approximstely equalto2

A, x fa x sin i + (3/8" x d) == 16,000 p•s•i• According 9

to Timoshenko, the material at the center of the surface of {
contact can sustain high pressure without failure since it

is under compression from all sides• (p. 3Ll, Strength

ofMaterial,part 2 by S• Timoshenko)•

c, The opening of the slot should be moothed as showm in figure

19 c• The sharp edges of the slot are eliminated to avoid

the cutting of wi1·e• It is better to use a U—shape steel
6

wire fitter to fit the wire in position and to furnish larger
l

bearing area•
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'Figure 19 Construction Methods of Prestressed concrete Tank
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1
A STUDY OF THE OOMPLETE DEIGN FOR CBCUIAR

PRETRESED CONCRETE TANK AND ITS DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to study the complete desigx for

a circular prestressed concrete tank and the application of the prin-·

ciple of dynamic analysis to the desigz of the tank structuro• A

proposed method of circular prestressing is presented and the

comparative study of the prevailing circular prestressing system

is also included•

The thesis is divided into four parts• The first part is a study

of the structural analysis using the theory of the thin shell as an

approach and the prestressed concrete design The second part

presents the proposed zig•zag extensioning method ef circular pre··

stressing• Numerical examples for the complete design procedure

follow as illustrations• The third part makes a brief review on the

dynamic analysis for the tank structure due to the earthquake dis-

turbancos In this section, only the application of an approzimate

energ method is discussed• The fourth part of this thesis is the

comparison between different methods of circular prestressing

including the Preload method, l§ag1el·-Blaton method, Freyssinet cable

Precast method, and the Zig·—sag extensioning method• Several

construction problems are discussed•


